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Abstract--- Wireless Sensor Network contains many heterogeneous or homogeneous tiny sensor devices with limited power 
resource. The main objective of this sensing device is to collect or gather information from the human unreachable area and 
deliver the data to the nearest base station. Such devices contain three main components: a sensor, a processor, a wireless 
communication device. The main focusing area of these devices is to maintain their energy as well as providing security to 
ensure communication between two nodes. Knowing that the sensor power source is not replaceable, many protocols have 
been introduced to provide efficient way to sustain the energy. But most of the existing energy efficient protocols like 
LEACH, PEGASIS does not concentrate on efficient load balancing. Our paper is about the energy efficient protocol that 
offers a better performance both in single hop and multi hop routing even in case of overloading in clusters. We also 
concentrated on security by using digital signature algorithm providing authentication between sources considering both in 
terms of sensors life and energy consumption. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
WIRLESS SENSOR is a new era tantalizing the new 
researcher and organizations with impending 
technologies and new opportunities. It provides the 
obligatory extensible utilities in on-demand basis 
with basal operation cost. This Wireless Sensor 
Network (WSN) is a self-reckoning network of small 
sensor nodes communicating within themselves using 
radio frequency, and deployed in batch to sense, 
monitor and perceive the physical or environmental 
world. The more modern network is bi-directional, 
also enabling the control of sensor activity. A sensor 
node varies from the size of a shoe box to that of a 
wood dust. The cost of the sensor depends upon the 
complexity of the sensor and its use. Size and cost 
constraints on sensor node result in corresponding 
coercion on energy, memory, computational capacity 
and computational speed of the nodes.  
 
The motes are distributed in uncontrollable 
environment for surveillance of situation and the 
collection of security-sensitive information. So in 
case of overloading in clusters make the cluster to be 
imbalanced which results in usage of more battery 
power. We have clearly discussed about how far a 
load can be managed by making two clusters to act as 
cluster heads, where one cluster will be in active 
mode the other will be in sleep mode. The 
vulnerabilities of the WSN are the scenarios such as 
wireless communication, security of sensitive data, 
uncontrollable environment, etc. Authentication is 
provided for the each mote to maintain secrecy 
between them. Proper authentication provides the 
integrity of the  
 
data. In this paper we are impending for the 
traditional authentication which is provided by  

 
public-key authentication scheme with Digital 
Signature and symmetric key encryption as message 
authentication for one node to access the message 
from the other node from its own cluster. The nodes 
in each cluster have their own role to perform. Each 
cluster has a cluster head and schedule head to 
schedule the data request to other nodes in its cluster. 
 
1.1 Current Load Balancing Technique 
Gateway nodes are less-energy-constrained compared 
to sensor. They both are assumed to be of the same 
kind and have same properties respectively; all 
communication is through wireless links. A wireless 
link is established between two motes only if they are 
in range of each other. Gateways are proficient of 
long-haul communication compared to that of a 
sensor and all gateways are simulated to be in 
communication range with one another. 
Communication between motes is over a single 
shared channel. Current implementation supports 
TDMA protocol to provide MAC layer 
communication. In this paper we assume that the 
sensor and gateway motes are stationary. The sensor 
is simulated to be capable of operating in an active 
mode or a low-power stand-by mode. The sensing 
and processing circuits can be powered on and off. 
Both the radio transmitter and receiver can be 
independently turned on and off and the transmission 
power can be programmed based on the required 
range. It is also assumed that the sensor can act as a 
relay to forward data from another sensor. is 
randomly chosen using greedy algorithm in each 
round. 
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II. PROPOSED WORK 
 
The main source of energy for a mote in Wireless 
Sensor Network is battery power and as we know its 
power is very limited. The mote is very difficult to 
recharge it or even replacing it once they are 
deployed in harsh environment. This point became a 
very important prospect for many researchers have 
produced many energy efficient protocols till date. In 
that aspect one good invention is cluster based 
routing in order to enhance the life time of the 
network and reduce the communication cost.  
All types of clustering protocol divide the provided 
motes into several cluster in such a way that it has 
one Cluster head. The motes of each cluster gather 
the requested information and send it to the cluster 
and the cluster head aggregates the data and sends it 
to the base station. Thus the Cluster head drains its 
energy more quickly due to the load provided for 
aggregation. Protocols like LEACH rotates the cluster 
in order to maintain the energy of the mote . But it 
also suffers from clustering overhead. Static 
clustering fixes the cluster thus overhead dynamic 
clustering is avoided. But fixed cluster don’t allow 
the new mote to enter the cluster and join it. To avoid 
this chain based routing like PEGASIS is created, but 
it also suffers from transmission delay due to log 
links (LL). In order to avoid this we have an 
introduced an approach called Energy Efficient 
Protocol. The main objective of this approach is to 
conserve the energy of the mote efficiently and 
reduce the communication cost by distributing the 
load evenly to the entire mote. In this protocol the 
network is divided into clusters. In the previous 
protocols, the cluster only has the Cluster Head and 
this Cluster Head is responsible for the dividing the 
load i.e., scheduling of motes and also the data 
aggregation which at last to be sent to the Base 
Station. Due to this Cluster Head loses its energy very 
frequently.  
In this paper we are going to create a cluster which 
has one fixed Schedule Head (SH) and time to time 
changeable Cluster Head (CH). One of the 
disadvantage of LEACH is that one mote  doesn’t 
communicate with the neighbor mote. It sends the 
data straight to the Cluster Head. If the mote that is 
transmitting the data is far away from the Cluster 
Head then its lifetime gets reduced to subtle amount. 
Consider a case where the mote which is transmitting 
a data to the cluster head is near to the Base Station 
than its distance to the Cluster Head. In such case it is 
like reversing the step to the Cluster Head which is 
far and then reaching the Base Station. This process 
consumes extra energy than it is required. In such 
cases the communication between the neighbor mote 
is very essential.  To avoid the chaos between the 
mote while communicating we are proposing an 
authentication technique called Digital Signature 
authentication which will be explained briefly in the 
following context. 

 

 
 
Cluster Formation: 
Let us consider a cluster formation which chooses the 
Cluster head randomly as in that of the LEACH 
protocol, a Schedule Head which sole purpose is to 
schedule the data to the motes accordingly. To attain 
the efficient scheduling the initial scheduling 
condition for the Super head and Cluster head should 
be: 

 Schedule Head should be chosen in such a 
way that the node should have high energy 
than any other node. 

 Cluster Head must be the next priority to the 
Schedule head where initially, the gateway 
mote is chosen as cluster head. 

  The next Cluster Head should be given to 
the one with high energy and less load with 
it. 

In the suggested mechanism the Schedule Head 
schedules the data and divides accordingly to the 
mote taking into account about their battery capacity. 
Cluster Hear monitors the other motes work and 
accepts the incoming data from the mote and 
aggregates the data to send it back to the Base 
Station.  We introduced initially the gateway as the 
Cluster Head because its battery stands longer than 
that of the normal mote. Also the gateway can 
provide Long-haul communication. 
Energy Model for Communication using gateway: 
 Let us assume a simple model for the radio hardware 
energy dissipation where the transmitter dissipates 
energy to run the radio electronics and the power 
amplifier, and the receiver dissipates energy to run 
the radio electronics. Thus, to transmit an l-bit 
message a distance d, the radio expends energy: 
 Esx (l, d) = ( l Eelec + l Efs d2 )  
 To receive this message, the radio expends energy: 
 ERx (l) =l Eelec .  
Where, Esx depicts the transmitter that dissipates the 
energy to run the radio, ERx indicates the receiver 
dissipates energy to run radio electronics and the 
power amplifier. 
Digital Signature Authentication: 
In this paper each mote creates a communication with 
the neighbor mote if its distance is far from the 
cluster head. The communication should be such a 
way that it must fulfill the following constrains: 

 It should protect the integrity of the 
message. 
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 Validating the identity of the communicator 
or the data originator. 

 Protect the two parties from each other from 
chaos, from forging the message.There are two 
method o digital signature 

o Direct digital signature 
o Arbitrated Digital signature 

   In this paper we are incorporating The arbitrated 
Digital signature mechanism.  
Algorithm for this Digital Signature: 

1. Message from B to C   
2. Signed message go first to arbiter X    
3. X subjects  message to number of tests   
4. Check: origin and content of the message   
5. A forwards message to C    
6. Indicate message is verified by X 

_____________________________________ 
B  X: M || E(Kxa,[IDX|| H(M)]) 
XC:E(kay,[IDX|| M ||E(Kxa,  [IDX || H(M)|| T] 

(a) Arbitrer X sees message 
____________________________________ 
BX:ID||E(Kxy,M))||E(Kxa,[IDX||H(E(Kxy,M))]) 
XC:E(Kxy,[IDX||E(Kxy,M)])||E(Kxa,[IDX||H(E(Kxy,M
))||T]) 

(b) Conventional Encryption. Arbiter Does not 
see Message 

_____________________________________ 
BX: IDX|| E(PRx, [IDx || E(PUy, E(PRx, M))]) 
XY: E(PRa , [IDX||E(PUy, E(PRx, M)) || T]) 

(c) Public Key Encryption. Arbiter Does not see 
Message 

B- Sender                     M- Message 
C- Reciever                   T- Timestamp. 
X- Arbiter 

The authentication protocol used in this paper is 
Mutual Authentication. When one mote needs to 
contact the neighbor mote it sends the request after 
the neighbor mote recognizes the mote responsible 
for sending request it accepts the request by sending 
an one way accepting message. Later, to maintain the 
secrecy of the message to be maintained the data is 
encrypted with the hash function. The mote that is 
sending the data creates an Public Key for only that 
mote to decrypt the program to get the message.  
 
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS: 
 
LEACH: 

 
Fig 3.1 : ANALYSIS graph of LEACH protocol 

 
ENERGY EFFICIENT PROTOCOL: 
 

 
Fig 3.2: ANALYSIS graph of ENERGY EFFICIENT 

PROTOCOL 
            
 
CONCLUSION: 
 
Energy Efficiency Protocol is a new type of protocol 
where it extends the life of the mote in more efficient 
way than a LEACH or PEGASIS protocol. This paper 
analyses the performance of both the Energy Efficient 
Protocol and the already in use LEACH and 
PEGASIS protocol. The selection of cluster head is 
done in more efficient manner. The simulated 
algorithm will determine the cluster for that round. It 
not only extends the life time, but also increases the 
energy efficiency. Therefore Energy Efficiency 
protocol is an new attempt over the most common 
issues in the current Wireless Sensor Network. 
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